Optimized pulse sequences for magnetic resonance measurement of aortic cross sectional areas.
This study was done to improve the ability of magnetic resonance (MR) imaging to provide clear cross-sectional images of the ascending and descending aorta in diastole. The study was motivated by interest in measuring the regional compliance of the ascending aorta, which requires determination of the change in cross sectional area of the vessel between systole and diastole. In diastolic images, residual signal from slow flowing blood and flow artifact consistently obscured the inner boundary of the aortic wall and precluded tracing and measurement of the cross sectional area. We concluded that cross sectional area measurement of the ascending aorta was impossible on our system using standard spin echo sequences. To improve wall delineation in diastolic images, SAT pulses were optimized with respect to pulse timing, slice thickness, and gap. Optimized SAT pulses greatly improved the delineation of the vessel wall by removing unwanted signal from flowing spins. Measurement precision was vastly improved by running two scans with and without flow compensation, and correlating visually and numerically the area measurements from each. We established that each image should be measured by two independent observers and traced three times by each. Using these procedures, diastolic cross-sectional areas of the mid-ascending aorta could be measured with a precision of 2.5%, and the change of cross-sectional area between systole and diastole could be measured with a precision of 10.8%. These measurements were precise enough to detect CAD patients with low aortic compliance from the age-matched controls previously reported in one study. The test based on cross sectional area measurement, with a false positive detection rate of 5%, had a false negative rate of 58%. Compliance measurements by MR at 1.5 T could become clinically useful if normal and abnormal populations are sufficiently separated.